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I do not know how many times I see this mistake done and done again with people who think
that not having wealth or money is some sort of moral thing, and a good thing for your idealism.
Like these hobos that call everyone 'rich' a thief, or a usurer etc. I know Gentiles who have
ascended by labors and pains of generations to the level of wealth they have.
Others have had a curse on their generations, where children squandered wealth of
generations, rather than increasing it. There are curses like that in the bible. There is also a
book of Eshter in the bible which is all about instructions on how jewesses can open their legs to
dumb Goy kings and rich people to usurp their wealth, and elevate jews with the use of it. Long
story short, there is a whole game involved here.
The same is the situation in Europe, wealth did not come out of nowhere, it's the accumulation
of many dead and sacrificed generations of knowledge and labor. The same street that african
prison-released hordes and muslims shit into today, took 10 years to be developed and
thousands of hours of working force to be created, and more than likely thousands of years of
knowledge in architecture and anything else to manifest. And now the jew says that shitting in
the creation of your great-racial-grandparents is moral. And letting any monkey come in there to
kill you with a machete on this very street and spill your blood in the very same street.
The jew manages to do this because he hides reincarnation. It could have been YOU or your
FAMILY working on this very street, but you will not remember this - you will be amnesiac.
Therefore, nothing belongs to "YOU" or your "RACE" anymore, it belongs to some random
citizens of this world. Oh and of course, jews.
Then jewish 'teachers' in Unversities just come and brush it of (typical of the lazy races and
those who never work) as something that simply came from 'theft' or 'exploitation' or slavery.
Not one black person worked on any European monument. You cannot pull up people randomly
and tell them how to create the Opera in Paris. And they cannot execute it perfectly even if you
did.
This is all clearly of a lie and useless to do, to have 'slaves'. You can just raise people from your
own nation to do this, easily and effectively, and without fearing the risk of armed Machette
uprising to take "Muh iPhone 10 from Whitey" in the process. Other races know this very fact
too.
The same jews don't go to Asia to tell them the palaces of emperors and everything else was
simply a result of some 'magical' usury and how they stole people from other lands to work on
these. Because this did not happen. The jew is again projecting: a race who has never worked,
always believes, that things come out of some butthole as a huge turd from Jehova's ass - If
you just make believe, as something 'that just is', shows how unaware the jewish race is of any
true production. The only thing they are aware of is the fact of theft, that after a thing is
produced, you can steal it from the producer. All the theories of exploitation and 'wealth' and the
theories of many economists related, do reflect this jewish understanding.

Rabbi Karl Marx was the first person with Rabbi Engels to focus on the stealing of the
production from Gentiles and Workers. This is because this was what the jews always did. They
were experts. When a system came about (Capitalism) that did exactly the same, but in a more
'humane' fashion than jews, the jews found the opportunity to blame the Goyim for...Inheriting
what is in the bible and drummed on the minds of Gentiles for thousands of years.
Capitalism and Communism, same as 'Socialism' (the stolen promise), are all in the bible, for
different people, races and teams of humans. The jews for example, practice Capitalism on the
heads of the masses with lenting, usury etc. Communism is their higher objective. Socialism is
the promise of Rabbi Jesus, where you can gain 'free salvation' simply because you kissed a
jewish Rabbi's Jewish ass.
I will tell you what this is: Bullshit. Same as all wealth hating ideas.
These ideas come from three types of people. On one hand, those who cannot understand
wealth, and therefore, relinquish it. Two, from people who are rich and never had to worry about
anything, or always had for their needs. Three, from jews who just push these on the goyim to
make them poor and dumb.
The reality of the financial situation is that if more people were doing financial workings, rather
than stealing and so forth, these things would only manifest in massive wealth for a whole
society. Ancient Egypt is an example here.
But let's face it to attain wealth, in any system of life that has ever existed, one needs two
things: to be laborious, and to be clever. The alternations of how much wealth can be attained
come down to these two. Now, all the people on the 'laborious' part are kept on the low and
cannot ascend, and all the people on the 'clever' part are also kept low.
The jewish element has inserted in this sequence a third option, which is how much of a usurer
and deceitful of a person you are. This is because their very own existence in a society
terraformed it into a place of their own rules.
However those who fundamentally understand wealth and being clever with your dealings and
not dumb, you can attain financial security and abundance without having to resort to the third
option. This is the basis of attaining wealth, not usury. Usury is just stolen matters. In the same
way a thief can only wear a ring but never make another one, the thief is always dependent on
the producer.
Same is the relationships between Gentiles and Jews. Gentiles pour the cleverness and labor in
the system, the jew just sucks the blood. But it appears that more and more that economy is
diversified and expands, aside with knowledge, people are also becoming cleverer. This comes
from the higher living demands that people have, which is a double edged sword. On one hand
it makes mentally stunted who are ungreatful, and behave like worthless beings, on the other
hand, in their minds hovers some sort of new morality about wealth management that is based
more on better values.

To name one example many people in the new generation do not want to work for 200 bucks a
month like in many European countries, and work 10 or 12 hours a day. These reluctancies and
distates when they reach to logical extremes, they create breakdowns and cracks in society.
The jews try to amend for this by inserting foreign labor 3rd world labor to take over the host
countries in an unholy alliance with these people who are in severe needs, but without Whites,
the cleverness and inventiveness aspect will be out of the window, same as everything else
such as 'rights' and anything else will be off the table.
It's predicted already the financial situation in Sweden and many other 'baseline decent'
countries, will become shittier as time progresses. And you will have two things only, labor, and
parasitism. This is exactly the values of the jewish system. Cleverness is going to have to be
removed, as this creates needs of rights, and the need of a person to stop being exploited.
Progression in wealth building and labor for one's family, and based on how one has their life in
mind, is a great thing and people should care for this. It's not superior to the higher chakras we
possess, like Spiritual understanding, or anything else, and it's always by nature a transient
practice. But transient as it is, it's extremely necessary for life, the life of descendants etc. For
this reason nobody here must aim.
This is why many people do workings for money and the only thing they get is knowledge, or
other things. This is because fundamental flaws in their understanding have to be solved before
any proper rising in finances can happen. One can win the lottery and go broke in a year
because of mismanagement or lack of understanding of how wealth works.
This is the same like nutrition. If you are hungry and someone comes and gives you a huge
supply of chocolate for a year, this isn't gonna help you in any valuable way. You cannot survive
in chocolate.
Any morality that tells you to starve, die etc, is out of Satanism and Spiritual Satanism. We are
based about life. Any system that there is, we have to work with it to live and survive. The
Russians eventhough half exterminated by Stalin, they had to persist in Communism to keep
the Russian race alive. This is life, this is not a joke. And it must not be treated as a joke. You
do not just die and respawn in 10 seconds like a video game.
Morality cannot be eaten, but also, as Lilith once said to HPS Maxine, money cannot be eaten:
it's not always about money but how you life, how you live, your health, your relationships, your
spiritual level, so remember this is also part of wealth. Gods shower us with all kinds of wealth,
open your arms and accept it, without ever forgetting that the most important wealth is the
spiritual wealth, the physical and mental health, and then everything else.
Morality cannot be eaten, but without morality, you will always be hungry and never fulfilled.
Meditate on the above quote from a Spiritual Satanist standpoint and you will understand clearly
it's meaning for you.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Marxist Socialism is in the Bible...… However I doubt National Socialism is... in fact its not.

No mistake the only place Socialism won was German Socialism under Hitler. They created a
Democratic Socialist Workers State like the title of the name of their party..... National Socialist
German Workers Party.
In the end the monetary system will have to be abolished, manual and menial labour and other
labour automated. This provides for all basic and advanced needs. and society freed to obtain
Gnosis and spend their life in meaningful creation based on the realized talents of their soul
nature.

Money does not equal wealth it was a medium of exchange for wealth. Most societies used
actual physical material wealth and not money for much of their history. Till money became
wealth on its own and thus supplant the whole point of labour which is to create actual material
wealth. What good is money if there is nothing to buy.... Just pull the money out and produce
the actual wealth. With the automation happening with the Tech revolution we will either move
into a different society based on resource based economy or a population reduced to the
violence of poverty in a system of inequality with just the rich and the poor. And the world will be
destroyed anyway by the violence towards the eco system and humans. We might have till 2050
before the destruction of the eco system by the monetary global market systems is beyond the
point of no control.
Money is the paper jew they even have their star of david on it.
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a Democratic Socialist Workers State like the title of the name of their party..... National
Socialist German Workers Party.
In the end the monetary system will have to be abolished, manual and menial labour and
other labour automated. This provides for all basic and advanced needs. and society freed to
obtain Gnosis and spend their life in meaningful creation based on the realized talents of
their soul nature.

Hitler made real the "Capitalist" aim of people ascending in Society in 12 years. That Capitalists
claim it has been their 'goal' for like...220 years.
You can't even make shit straight with jews anyone who loves wealth has to accept this very
fact.
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The aim of the German People was to abolish the capitalist system they made no mistake about
this. The Nazi's even put out propaganda calling capitalism Jewish. Capitalism literally is Jewish
it was created by Jews and Protestants who believed they were Jews out of the old testament in
the Bible. This is why capitalism allowed for the slave trade, the return to feudalism with
indentured serfs and all such. Capitalism is a system that was set up from the start to build a
new class of Oligarchs based on usury, wage serf labour, monopoly. This is all in their own
writings. And if one studies the last seven hundred years of the rise of Capitalism the first
Socialist Workers revolt was in Italy in the fourteen century against the Capitalist Oligarchs.
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When a person realizes the entire money economy is held up by artificial scarcity and planned
obsolesce not just usury. If the artificial scarcity and planned obsolesce was ended tomorrow
literally the prices would crash and the entire global corporate system would be broke and out of
business. Hundreds of tons of food produced is literally destroyed by American law passed by
corporate lobbies to jack the prices up on your food up and up by creating artificial scarcity.
They do this everywhere with everything. Without planned obsolesce they couldn't even keep
the car companies going. They are charging you thousands of dollars for shit they built to break
down on purpose costing you thousands of dollars to get it fixed or have to buy another one.
The fact they forced out free energy a hundred years ago is just a small amount of what is done.
Just like they created the FDA to push out affordable and working cures so they could make the
trillion dollar industry around sickness and charge people millions they don't have by exploiting
their sickness for profit. That is the real nature of the money system the paper jew.

